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INTRODUCHON 

IF A ROTATING radial grating of low spatial frequency is viewed monocularly, the observer 
fixating the centre of the disc, it is found that as the speed of rotation is varied, two 
frequencies are critical (FOSTER, 1968). These two critical frequencies divide the visual 
sensation into three distinct ranges: an upper range where conventional fusion takes place 
(analogous to the fusion of spatially uniform flashing sources), a middle range where a 
sensation of motion is present, but the directional information is ambiguous, or non- 
existent, and finally, a lower range where both the sensation of motion and the sensation 
of direction are well defined. Under some circumstances, a stationary stroboscopic effect 
is also observed (FOSTER, 1968). 

In the present work, the variation of these two critical frequencies with both stimulus 
area and grating period are examined, and a model developed which describes the behaviour 
of that portion of the visual system defined by the range of inputs tested. 

There are several mathematical techniques available for the analysis and synthesis of 
systems. The one adopted here is the classical transform approach, where if a system is 
linear and time-invariant, it can be characterised by its transfer function. More complex 
systems can be described by linking together individual units, each with its associated 
transfer function, and the behaviour of the entire system analysed in the complex frequency 
domain. However, as PORTER (1966) points out, other, more powerful techniques are 
available; in particular, the state variable approach, where the behaviour of the system is 
described in the time domain and the restriction of linearity and time-invariance no longer 
apply, and secondly, the considerably more sophisticated function theoretic approach, 
where the input-output relationships are investigated using set theory (see WYMORE, 1967). 
Thus the model derived in the work reported here is only one of a number of possible, 
equally valid representations of the logic of the system. Furthermore, it must be emphasized 
that although units representing various functions such as addition and multiplication will 
be introduced, they do not necessarily near any relation to the morphology of the system 
(see CHERRY, 1961). 

It will be shown that two of the major elements of this model of the human visual 
system (defined by the inputs tested) are the de Lange filter (DzN, DE LANGE, 1952, 1954 
and 1958), and the Hassenstein and Reichardt model (discussed in detail by REICHARDT 
and VA&, 1959). Both use the transform approach. The de Lange filter is a low pass 
filter which describes the frequency response of the human visual system at fusion (obtained 
by measuring the modulation depth of a sinusoidal stimulus as a function of f.f.f.). The 
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Hassenstein and Reichardt multiplicative interaction model was developed in the analysis 
of the optomotor response of the beetle, Chlorophanus, to a rotating striped drum, and 
formed the basis of the analysis of similar, subsequent studies by, among others, THORSON 

(1964) and MCCANN and MACGINITIE (1965). Two of the main features that emerged from 
these studies of the insect optomotor response were the phenomenon of phase insensitivity 
to the drum pattern, and the e‘xistence of a range of spatial periods of the pattern for 
which it was possible to evoke a negative response. On the basis of tile latter an estimation 
of the ommatidial separation was made. 

A possible objection to the use of the Hassenstein and Reichardt model in the analysis 
of the human visual system is that it was designed originally to describe the insect opto- 
motor response. However, as long as the inputs of the model can be meaningfully related 
to a pair of receptors, or group of receptors, in the human retina (which is possible since 
the image is fixated), and that the response of the system can in some way be measured, 
or at least fixed (achieved by working at motion threshold), then the relevance of the 
model in the present experiments depends purely on its description of the observed 
phenomena. 

Since frequent reference has been made and will continue to be made to the Hassenstein 
and Reichardt model, its ‘construction’ and major properties will now be discussed. 

FIG. 1. The Hassenstein and Reichardt multiplicative interaction scheme. D, F, H and S 
are Iinear filters and the M units, multipliers. The system gives a net response R to a moving 

pattern passing in front of the input receptors A and B. 

The units D, H, F and S (see Fig. 1) are all linear filters (i.e. if the input of such a 
filter is multiplied by some constant k, then the output is also multiplied by the same con- 
stant k) and except for the D filters, each are basically integrators with different time 
constants. The D-filters are ‘fractional-order’ differentiators (see CHAPMAN, 1963) and 
have transfer functions of the form si, where s is the complex frequency (i.e. the Laplace 
variable). The M-units are multipliers in the time domain, their action therefore being 
equivalent to convolution in the complex frequency domain. All these units are linked 
together by lines which lead the ‘signal’ from one process to the next. Where a line splits 
into two, say, the same quantity is considered to be present in each of the two new Daths 
as in the original path. 
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Thus, when a pattern consisting of sinusoidal variations in intensity is moved across 
the pair of receptors A and B (representing two ommatidia in Chlorophanus) the signals, 
after various modifications in the two channels, are multiplied together and after further 
filtering are compared by subtraction. 

In general, the response, R, of the model has the form: 

R = G (j). sin (2xdB/h) (1) 

where A0 is the separation of the ‘receptor’ input pair, 
A, the spatial period of the rotating pattern, 
f, the temporal input frequency at a fixed point (McCann and MacGinitie’s ‘con- 

trast’ frequency), 
and G (f>, a function of the input signal and model structure. 

It can be seen that when A9 = nh/2, R = 0, and when nhf2 < A0 -c nh, R is negative, 
the latter indicating that the response is in the opposite direction to the stimulus (the 
‘pattern-reversal’ phenomenon). The form of the function; G (f>, is such that the phase 
information in the stimulus pattern is lost (the transform of the input function appears 
in G (f> as the square of the modulus, thus predicting ‘phase insensitivity’). 

To summarize, it will be shown that in the human visual system, if we associate the 
lower critical frequency, fr, with a fixed output, R, of the Hassenstein and Reichardt 
model, then it is possible to predict qualitatively, the observed variation offr with both 
grating period and aperture. Furthermore, by incorporating this model within a larger 
scheme, including de Lange filters, the characteristics of the upper critical frequency f,, 
may also be described. 

APPARATUS AND METHODS 

The apparatus was set up as in Fig. 2. 

! I 

FIELD OF VIEW 

FIG. 2. The apparatus: L1 and L2 are incandescent light sources; F, liquid filter for colour 
correction; S, stop; D, diffusing screen; R.G., radial grating; Ml and M2, positive and 

negative masks; R, slow rotating sector; P, split prism; A.P., artificial pupil. 
In the inset: An, annular aperture: S.F., surround fieid. 
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The rotating radial grating, R.G.. was illuminated from behind by the incandescent lamp, Lt. via the 
filter, F. stop, S. and diffusing screen, D. A rectangular, rather than stnusoidal waveform was chosen for 
the radial grating since in this form, the grating could be prepared with considerably more accuracy, and 
thus the subharmonic content was minimised. No diffusing screen was introduced in front of the grating 
to reduce the higher harmonic content (cf. MCCANN and MAcG~~E, 1965); the cont~bution of these 
higher harmonics to the response is discussed later. 

The view of the pattern was restricted with the annular mask, Mt, portions of which could be sectioned 
off. The remaining section of the annulus was specified by the coordinate 8. (See insert of Fig. 2.) 

An annular field was chosen so that the density of receptors constituting the input of the system 
remained fairly uniform, and the angular subtense of the entire annulus at the eye (1.5”) sufficiently large 
so that the consequent coarsening (reduction of visual acuity) of the system enabled a simpler functional 
representation. (For a discussion of acuity, see JoNfs and HSGINS, 1947.) The angular subtense of the 
width of the annuhts was O-21”. 

A unifotm background field was provided with the tight box, Ls and diffusing screen, D. in front of which 
was the mask, M2, the negative of Mt. The two fields were combined using the beam splitter, P. and the 
whole viewed via the 2 mm artificial pupil, A.P. The retinal ilhtmination was 390 trolands, and coiour 
temperature of the source approximately 2,500”K. A slow rotating sector, R, was included to cycle the 
viewing period. 

The observer fixated, monocularly, the centre of the annulus, and was able to controi 
the speed of rotation of the radial grating, the angular velocity of which was read from an 
electronic tachometer. In order to ensure that the stimulus remained at a constant retinal 
location, it was necessary to maintain ‘good’ fixation. ‘Good’ fixation in the present 
context was judged to have ceased when the eye movements involved were great enough 
to stop the otherwise gradual ‘washing-out’ of the fieid. (See RIGGS et al., 1953.) Sharp 

eye movements, or flicks ~~ITCHB~~ and GINSBORG, 1953) could be identi~ed by the 
sudden brightening of some dark contours which were part of stimulus surround (LORD 

and WRIGHT, 1950). A further consideration, in defining the stimulus was that each period 
of observation had to be sufficiently long for the transients to vanish, and steady state 
conditions to be established (WOUSEROLDER and LANDAHL, 1945). The 5 set on, 5 set off 

cycling of viewing period was a compromise between achieving this latter condition, and 
still maintai~ng ‘good’ fixation. At low contrast frequencies, five seconds is not sufficient 
for steady state conditions to be reached, and so the slow-rotating sector was removed, 
and steady state judged to have been reached when the stimulus appearance remained 
constant at the end of the period of observation. 

Before commencing measurements, it was necessary to standardise the stimulus intensity 
against the back~ound field intensity. The stimulus pattern (fused by the observer) was 
superimposed on the negative mask, Ms. and the two fields matched for cofour and bright- 
ness. Ms was then removed, leaving a uniform background field, and a ten per cent neutral 
density filter introduced between the grating and the beam splitter. Thus the stimulus 
intensity variation was within ten per cent of the surround intensity, and superimposed 
upon it. The principal observer (the author) was marginally protanomalous, judged by 
colour matching data (a~thou~ making no mistakes on the fshihara test), was aged 
twenty-three, and wore contact lenses. 

RESULTS 

In order to determine the general characteristics of the system, the following three 
preliminary experiments were performed. 

Experiment I. The uniformity of the field 

All but a 20” sector of the annulus was masked off and the lower critical frequency, 
fi, measured for sector orientations of 0” to the vertical, 45”, 90”, 135”, and so on around 
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the annulus. There was no significant variation infi, and thus the field was concluded to 
be uniform. 

Experiment 2. The symmetry of the system with respect to reversal of stimulus direction 

The variation of the lower critical frequency with the field size, 0 for a spatial period 
of grating equal to 60”, was determined for both directions of grating rotation. Again no 
significant variation was found between the two curves, and the system was concluded 
to be symmetric with respect to reversal of stimulus direction. 

Experiment 3. Phase insensitivity to the pattern structure 

To investigate whether the system was sensitive to the phase relationships of the Fourier 
components making up the stimulus pattern, a radial grating with the waveform shown 
in Fig. 3 was substituted for the conventional square wave type. 

f(Z) 

--kb j ip “r; 

-fX +fx 2 

FIG. 3. The waveform of the radial grating used in the phase sensitivity experiment. The 
angular distance I around the grating is measured from the arbitrary origin indicated; 
f(z) is the normalised intensity transmitted by the grating as a function of z.f(z) is periodic 

in z, with period X. 

This radial grating was modified in the following way. 
By keeping the angular distance ‘bc’ and ‘de’ constant (at 180 and 100” respectively), 

and by varying the position of ‘bc’ from the extreme left, a, to the extreme right, d, it 
was possible to change the magnitude and phase of the Fourier components making up 
the stimulus pattern. It can be shown that if the system is insensitive to phase content of 
the stimulus, then the curve obtained by plotting f, as a function of the angular distance 
‘ab’ (for a given aperture, 0) would be a symmetric about the point (‘ad’ - ‘bc’)/2 = 40”. 
(See Appendix A.) 

With 13 = 360”, fi was measured as a function of angular distance ‘ab’ on the grating, 
and the results are shown in Fig. 4. 

f, 1 cp.s. 

11 
0’ 20’ 40” 60~ 80’ x 
ao’ 60’ 40’ 20’ 0’ x’ 

FIG. 4. The lower critical frequency, fi (for an aperture of 6t = 360”) as a function of the 
grating waveform, &lined by the ‘shift’ variables, x and its complement, x’ (see text). 

As can be seen f, is indeed a symmetric function of x (=‘ab’) and x’ (=‘cd’) about 
x = x’ = 40”. 

The system defined by the range of inputs tested, was concluded to be insensitive to 
the phase structure of the stimulus. 
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The principal experiment 

The upper and lower critical frequencies, I; and I;, were determined as functions of 
the area of stimulus, 6, exposed, for a range of grating periods. ?Lhe curves were taken in 
both directions to reveal the presence, if any, of drifting. The results are shown in Figs. 
5a, 5b and 6. 
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FIG. Sa and 5b. The variation of the lower critical frequency, fi with annular area, 6. The 
grating period, h, in degrees, is shown at the left of each curve. The onset of the stationary 
stroboscopic effect is indicated at the points marked S. The mean deviation associated with 

each point is less than ten per cent. 

30. c.p.s. 

20. fu*M- 

10. 

l-0 3 

6 10 20 40 100 200 360 deg 

FIG. 6. The variation of the upper critical frequency, fu, with annular area, 8. The spread 
of the curve for values of the grating period, A, equal to 30.40, 60,90. 120, 180 and 360”. 
is indicated by the short vertical lines. Also included in the set (within the spread shown) is 

the special case of fi equal to c.f.f. A 40”, fr curve is shown for comparison. 

In Figs. Sa and 5b is shown the general upward trend offi with both 8 and A; the onset 
of the stroboscopic effect (verified by K.H.R.) is indicated at the points marked ‘s’ and 
occurs for all values of grating period A, except A = 180” and X = 360’. For X = 20”. 
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the stroboscopic effect was observed for all values of aperture tested. Two other features 
of the fl curves are the smooth transition of fr from the full (0 = 360’) aunulus, to the 
semi-annular case of 8 = 180”, with the two terminating edges perpendicular to the pattern 
direction, and secondly, the very strong relationship between the onset of the stroboscopic 
effect, s, and the corresponding value of h/2. 

The upper critical frequency, f,, as a function of 0, for a range of spatial periods, h 
(Fig. 6), proved to be independent of h (within experimental error). Included in this set 
of curves is the special case where the stimulus is that of a spatially uniform flashing 
source, and f, is conventional c.f.f. with ten per cent modulation depth. An fr curve is 
included in the figure for comparison. 

DISCUSSION 

In order that the transform approach can be employed in the analysis of the system, 
certain characteristics must first be specified or determined. The non-linearity of the eye 
with respect to intensity variation is ‘well established (DzN, DE LANGE, 1954 and 19%). 
It may be shown however, that using a Taylor expansion (see appendix B) that an input 
modulation depth of ten per cent enables the system to be adequately represented by a 
linear approximation, within the experimental accuracy of the present work (see SCHWARZ 
and FRIEDLAND, 1965). Hence the introduction of the ten per cent neutral density filter 
in the apparatus. Two other factors, the spatial uniformity of the system and its symmetry 
with respect to reversal of stimulus direction were established by Experiments 1 and 2. 
Having defined the input characteristics of the system, we can now deduce some of the 
more general functions that take place within it from the form of the f, and f, curves. 

The upper critical frequency 

The observed non-de~nden~ of the f, v. B curves on h (Fig. 6) implies that the pro- 
cesses responsible are insensitive to spatial variations in phase across the input (receptor) 
mosaic. Also included within this set of curves is the limiting case off, equal to the critical 
fusion frequency.1 Because the variation of c.f.f. with 8 is the same as that off, with 19, 
the simplest inference is that each of the processes determining the upper critical frequency, 

f,, is identical with the low pass filter mechanism defined by de Lange (DzN, DE LANGE, 
1952), and to which the same comments on spatial phase insensitive apply. [T&e spatial 

phase insensitivity described here should not be confused with the phase insensitivity of 
the motion perception investigated in Experiment 3, nor with the single channel temporal 
phase insensitivity found by FO~YTH (1960). All three are distinct phenomena.] Since 
f, increases with area, some form of functional summation takes place, but whether the 
actual mechanism responsible is input facilitation, or simple output su~ation, it must 
be spatially phase blind. 

The lower critical frequency 

Because thefi vs-. 0 curves, for h equal to 180’ and 360”, were monotonic (Figs. 5a and 
5b), and in particular there was no sharp change in f, going from B = 360” to 180”, it 

f As h increases, the phase fag, dt say, between one receptor and the next decreases, for a given contrast 

frequency& (i.e. dtcc 3. The limiting case is where there is no phase lag between receptors (i.e. At-O), 

and the temporally varying stimulus is spatially uniform across the receptor mosaic. Here f# has become 
c.f.f. and h infinite. 
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was concluded that contributions from the edges of the semi-annulus (perpendicular to 
the motion direction) were not significant. A more obvious feature of the curves is the 
strong functional relationship between the onset of the stroboscopic effect (s), and the 
spatial period of the grating (i.e. ‘s’ occurs when 0 > h/2). If the higher harmonics present 
in the stimulus were of proportional significance, then one might expect a similar 
‘secondary’ stroboscopic sensation at values of 0 around l/3 (X/2) for the second harmonic, 
around l/5 (X/2) for the fourth harmonic, and so on. (Even multiples of the fundamental 
spatial frequency in a square wave are absent.) No such secondary strobing was observed. 

Since the system seems to be dominated by its response to the fundamental, the con- 
tribution of the higher harmonics will be neglected in the following brief analysis. 

We consider now the stationary stroboscopic phenomenon in more detail. Since the 
Hassenstein and Reichardt model gives negative response values for de/x > 3, and in the 
present experiments, the visual system was found to give rise to the stroboscopic effect 
when 0 > A/2, i.e. O/x > 3, a possible description of the processes present in the system is 
the following. When the aperture, 0, is sufficiently large to introduce motion perception 
units with input pair separations of greater than X/2, the resulting negative (by analo_q 
with the Hassenstein and Reichardt model) output of these units remains distinct from 
the positive response contributions of perception units with input pair separations of less 
than X/2. The total response then consists of contradictory elements. Thus, it is necessary 
to postulate that the outputs of these individual motion perception processes do not 
undergo ‘algebraic’ summation. 
output would give rise to a net 
frequency, I;.) 

VALIDITY OF THE 

(If such summation did occur, then the resulting net 
sensation of motion with a well defined lower critical 

HASSENSTEIN AND REICHARDT MODEL 

The property of the Hassenstein and Reichardt model of giving negative response 
values for a certain range of pattern periods was invoked to describe the stationary 
stroboscopic effect. The other necessary condition that the system (defined by the inputs 
discussed) should satisfy is that it should show insensitivity to the phase structure of the 
stimulus pattern. This was established by Experiment 3. 

To show that the Hassenstein and Reichardt model is also capable of indicating the 
general trend of the observedfi curves, the following skeletal analysis is put forward. 

The response, R, of each motion perception process in order to give rise to the sensation 
of motion, must exceed some minimum value, say threshold, T. 

Thus: R = G(f).sin(ZTcdB/X) = T = constant, at threshold. (From equation 1). 
Thorson has shown (THORSON, 1966) that the Hassenstein and Reichardt model can be 
simplified and yet still retain its essential characteristics (in particular, by removing the 
D, F and S filters). In this case we may write for G(j) in the above: 

G(_f-) = U- where X: is some constant, and a is the rate constant for the 

a* +4zr f 2 cross filter, H. 

We now choose Q small and obtain the following, remembering that fr is defined for 
threshold. 

fr + k.sin(2;:dO/X), where 47~2 T has been incorporated in the constant k. (2) 

In Fig. 7 the results of Figs. 5a and 5b are replotted with ,, as a function of A for constant e 
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f, c.ps 
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FIG. 7. The lower critical frequency, ft. as a function of the spatial period of the grating, A, 
for fixed aperture, 8, equal to 13’. The ten per cent error associated with each point is 
indicated. The continuous curve is the result calculated on the basis of the proposed model. 

(tI = 13”). The theoretical curve from equation 2, with 40 set arbitrarily equal to 7”, is 
also shown (the continuous curve). The fit can be further improved at the high frequency 
end by making 46’ smaller.2 The foregoing is not intended to be a rigorous analysis, but 
merely an indication that the model is at least a possible description of part of the system’s 
behaviour. 

A model describing both f, and fr 
We now review the major elements that must be part of the model of that portion of 

the visual system, defined by the present experiments. 
[I) Two threshold mechanisms associated with the two transition frequencies, I; and 

f;; threshold mechanisms since the lower critical frequency, fr, may be thought of as being 
that frequency at which the ‘signal’ carrying the directional information fails to reach 
some minimum value, and similarly the upper critical frequency, f,, that frequency at 
which the ‘signal’ carrying the remaining non-directional motion information (see Intro- 
duction) also fails to reach some other ~nimum value. 

(2) From the discussion of the upper critical frequency, the processes which describe 
the behaviour of fu must include the de Lange low pass filters (and as the most economical 
assumption, be equal to the de Lange filters). 

(3) The summation mechanism for these processes must be spatially phase blind (see 
discussion of fJ. 

(4) The mechanisms which represent the behaviour of ft must be capable of showing 
the stroboscopic effect, and if we base each of these mechanisms on the Hassenstein and 
Reichardt model, then the further properties of the system, implied by their model, must 
also be satisfied. 

Finally, the model as a whole must be capable of representing in an integrated manner 
the range of phenomena described in these experiments. 

Accordingly, the network shown in Fig. 8 is proposed. 
The ‘processing’ part of the system model consists of inputs, R (each representing 

single, or possibly, groups of receptors), low pass de Lange filters, V, and horizontal units, 
H, which are some modification of the Hassenstein and Reichardt multiplicative inter- 
action model.3 These H-units are shown extending over more than adjacent channels. 

2 The value of fl for h = 360” was included for completeness, but not too much weight should be 
attached to the point, in view of the pulse like nature of the stimulus at this frequency. 

3 These H units, each of which represents a complete Hassenstein and Reichardt multiplicative inter- 
action model, should not be confused with the individual H filters within the Hassenstein and Reichardt 
model, discussed in the Introduction. 

D 
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FIG. 8. A model of the processing part of the system. R are receptors (or groups of receptors); 
V, de Lange low pass filters; H, essentially Hassenstein and Reichardt multipliers. The sites 
at which the parameters, iS, the mean stimulus intensity, Ib, the background intensity, and 

8, the stimulus area, can act, are indicated. 

The sites at which parameters like the mean stimulus intensity, r,, the background intensity, 
Ib, and the area of stimulus, 6, can exert an influence are indicated. 

From this network, two kinds of ‘signal’ are produced. Signals corresponding to local 
temporal fluctuations in stimulus intensity but carrying no information on the spatial 
phase distribution of the signal across the receptor mosaic are carried by the B channels. 

Information on the phase relationship of the stimulus intensity at one part of the field 
compared with that at another (i.e. motion information) is carried by the B channels. In 
order that the information carried in each of the two types of channel can exhibit a cut-off 
frequency (i.e. f, and fi), the B and C channels are fed into two separate threshold 
mechanisms (Fig. 9). 

& :bl 

FIG. 9. The threshold/summation arrangements. TV and Th are the threshold mecharrms 
associated with the vertical (V) and horizontal (H) units respectively. The sites at which the 
parameters, I,, the mean stimulus intensity, rb, the background intensity, and 8, the stimulus 

area, can act, are indicated. The units x and ‘c’ are defined in the text. 

Because some form of functional area1 summation off, occurs two possibilities exist 
for the threshold/summation mechanisms, viz. (a) and (b) in Fig. 9. In (a), the B channels 
retain their individualityy, and the threshold units, TV, are modified by the area, 8, and by 
the intensity parameters, XV and I,. An alternative representation is that of (b), where the 
B channels feed directly (via some weighting function, perhaps) into the summer, 2, 
which by its nature, gives a larger output for a larger 19. In turn, the single output of C 
is fed into a single threshold mechanism, TV, which no longer has 0 as a parameter. (Such 
a scheme was proposed by LANDAHL, 1957.) Both types of summation/threshold arrange- 
ment (a) and (b), if defined to be spatially phase insensitive, are equally valid representations 
of the f, behaviour. 

For the lower critical frequency, A, it is necessary to postulate a more general kind of 
interaction of the C channels, bearing in mind the previously proposed origin of the 
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stroboscopic phenomenon. Therefore, in Fig. 9 (c), the threshold mechanisms, T,,, are 
introduced separately into the channels, C; which in turn, feed into the unit, ‘X’, defined 
to give only non-zero outputs (i.e. unambiguous, directed motion information) for non-zero 
inputs of the same sign. 

Thus to recapitulate, the information in the moving pattern is split into two portions 
by the model, consistent with the observed phenomena. One portion concerns local 
variations in stimulus intensity over the whole of the receptoral field, the information 
concerning the phase relationship of one locale with another being ignored. The other 
‘spatial’ information relating one part of the field with another is channelled off and 
processed separately. 

Because these two types of information are derived by units with different frequency 
characteristics (i.e. the H and V units), under some circumstances the information 
emerging from the system as a whole is incomplete. This is seen to happen for the range 
of contrast frequencies between the upper and lower limits, f, andI,. 

Before going on to discuss the system model in operation and the subjective phenomena 
implied, some deductions are made concerning the ‘receptor’ separation. 

Dimensions 

The following refers to the separations of the input units of the model. 
(1) Minimum separation of motion perception inputs, A0 min. In the discussion of the 

validity of the Hassenstein and Reichardt model in the present work, it was shown that 
fair agreement could be achieved between the predicted curve of the model, and the 
recorded variation of f, with A, for fixed 8 (0 = 13”), if the assumption was made that 
the input pair separation was of the order of 7”. This would seem to imply that an aperture 
of 0 = 13” behaves as if it consists of two receptors (or two groups of receptors) separated 
by approximately 7”. This, in conjunction with the observation that no value of fr could 
be recorded with 0 = lo”, for any A, in turn indicates that the ‘width’ of each receptor (or 
group of receptors) forming the input pair to the motion perception unit is of the order 
of (13-7”), i.e. 6”, so that an aperture of 0 = 10” fails to reveal both ‘receptors’ completely, 
and consequently, also fails to give rise to a unidirectional sensation of motion. 

(2) Maximum separation of motion ptrception input units, &I,,,,,. For sufficiently large 
values of the aperture. 0, X = 120” would give rise to the stroboscopic effect, but not 
h = 180”, nor h = 360”. (Because of the form of the stimulus, intermediate values of X 
could not be obtained.) Remembering the previous discussion on the stroboscopic effect 
and the introduction of negative components into the final response for values of 0 (in 
practice) and A0 (in theory) greater than h/2, it can be deduced that since for h = 180” 
there is no strobing, Ad,,, must be less than 180”/2, and by similar reasoning, must be 
greater than 120”/2. This assumes that the width of each ‘receptor’ in each input pair is 
of the same order as that obtained for the minimum input pair separation, de,,. Thus 

4l,X lies between 60 and 90”. 
Hence it seems that in this model representing the response of the human visual system 

to this class of stimuli, interaction leading to motion perception can occur between units 
considerably more removed from one another than observed by Hassenstein and Reichardt 
in Chlorophanus. 

We now finally examine qualitatively, the behaviour of the entire system model, and 
its relation to the observed phenomena, as the contrast frequency, f, of the rotating radial 
grating is steadily increased. 
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For near zero values of 5 the input signals pass virtually unattenuated through the 
low pass filter V-units, and then undergo comparison (i.e. cross-correlation, see REICHARDT 

and VARJCJ (1959)) in the H-units. The two signals carried by their respective channels 
pass into and providing their magnitudes are sufficiently large, out of their respective 
threshold mechanisms. Thus both portions of the information contained in the original 
system remain intact at the output, and the sensation is that of unidirectional motion 
(providing there are no negative contributions). As f increases, a point will be reached 
where the V-unit attenuation of the input is sufficient for the V-unit output to surmount 
its associated threshold (r,) but not sufficient for the eventual output of the H-units to 
surmount their threshold (T,,), and the resulting sensation is that of motion without a 
unique direction, since temporal changes in the stimulus are being observed over the 
receptoral field, but any sequential relation between one part of the field and another is 
absent. Here f =fr. If f is made larger still, the input signal is further attenuated by 
the Y-units (DzN, DE LANGE, 1952), until it is insufficient to surmount even the thresholds, 
T,, and finally fusion occurs. Here f equals f,. 

In conclusion, it is emphasized once again that this functional model of that portion 
of the visual system defined by the inputs tested, does not necessarily bear any similarity 
to the morphology of the system; the model is certainly crude, and like most models, is 
a compromise between comprehensiveness and tractability (e.g. no attempt has been 
made to take into account other visual phenomena). Having in this paper established the 
functions of the various units comprising the model, it is hoped to present later a paper 
giving the detailed mathematical analysis and further predictions of the model. 
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APPENDIX A 
Phase insensitivity 

Consider the function, f (2). defined in Fig. 3. 
i.e. f(z) = 1. if a<z<b 

= 0, if b<z<c 
= 1, ifc<z<d 
= 0, ifd<r<e 

We can expandf(z) in a complex Fourier series with spatial frequency w, and period X, thus: 

n-fco 
f(z) = 2 F&-z since f (z) is well behaved, 

n=--a, 

+ X/ull 

where Fn = $ f(z)eSimzdz 

Substituting for f(z) in (I), we obtain: 

(1) 

(2) 

If we put b-a = x, c-b = Ax, d-c = x’, and e-d = Ax’, substitute in equation 2, and simplify, then: 

F,, = &&~x/Z &nom _ 1 + e+ indx _ e-huh+ AX) 
> 

To remove the phase content of Fn, we take the modulus squared. Noting that (x+ Ax+x’+ dx’) = X, 
we obtain: 

i Fn I z = &[ 4 - 2 cos(nwx) - 2 cos(nwx’) + 2 cos (nw(x + Ax)} 

+ 2 c- (nw(x’+ Ax)) - 2 cos(nw Ax) - 2 cos(no Ax’) 1 (3) 

In equation 2, 1 F. 1 * remains the same when x and x’ are interchanged; i.e. if x = p, say, (and 
x’ = 4). then 1 F,, I 2 has the same value for x = q (and x’ = p). Thus I Fn I 2 is symmetric about the 
point x = x’ = + (X-Ax- Ax’) = + (360-180-100) = 40”. 

Thus, if the system under investigation is insensitive to the phase content of the pattern f(z), (i.e. it 
responds to I Fn 1 rather than Fn, in the frequency domain), then the response of the system to variation 
of x in f(z) should be symmetric about x = 40’. 

Linearity of the system 
APPENDIX B 

Suppose the response of some non-linear system to an input, x say. is f(x), then for a small change, 
Ax, in x, let the corresponding change in the output be Af. 

so: f(x) + Af ==f(x+ Ax) (1) 

If the right hand side of equation 1 can be expanded in a Taylor’s series about x, we obtain: 

f(X+ AX) -f(X) + Ax.~‘(x) + yf”(x) + hi&her te- (2) 

If Ax is sufiiciently small, the above reduces to: 

Af = Ax.f’(x) (3) 
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Thus the system, described by equation 3, b-haves linearly for small changes in the input (i.e. k Axak Af). 
To obtain some indication of how small ‘sufficiently small’ must be in the approximation of equation 

3, we considzrf(x) = log (x), the non linear function examined by both DE LASCE (1954) and VERISGA 
(1958) in a similar context. 

Substituting for fin equation 2, we obtain: 

if Ax = 0. IX, then the left hand side of the above becomes 0.092 and the first term of the right hand 
side, O- 103. 

Thercfore, in approvimsting Af= Ax.f’(x) in the above, an error of a little under 10 per cent is 
introduced in the predicted output for a modulation depth of 10 per cent in the input. This is within the 
tolerances of the experimental technique and this was the input modulation depth accordingly chosen. 

Abstract-The work is concerned with the two critical frequencies that are associated with 
the visual observation of a moving, spatially periodic pattern. Data are given for the 
dependence of these frequencies upon the input parameters of the stimulus (e.g. spatial 
period, and area). On the basis of these data, it is concluded that the system has features in 
common with the known optomotor response of certain insects. In particular, the system 
demonstrates the property of phase blindness and also a phenomenon probably related to 
the ‘pattern reversal’ effect found in the case of the insect. It was further found that the de Lange 
c.f.f. filters are insensitive to spatial variations in the phases of the input stimuli. A network, 
capable of detailed analysis, is suggested that functionally describes the behaviour of the 
system. 

Rbutn~-On etudie les deux frequences critiques associees a I’observation visuelle d’un 
rbeau periodique spatial en mouvement. On determine ces frequences en fonction des 
parambtres d’entree du stimulus (ptriode spatiale et aire). On en deduit que ce systeme a des 
traits en commun avec la rtponse optomotrice connue chez certains insectes. En particulier, 
ce systeme posstde la propriete de &cite & la phase et aussi un phenomene en relation 
probable avec le renversement du r&eau trouve chez l’insecte. On trouve en outre que les 
tiltres de frequence critique de de Lange sont insensibles aux variations spatiales dans les 
phases des stimuli d’entree. On suggere un n&au de conducteun capable dune analyse 
detaillte et qui dtcrit fonctionnellement le comportement de ce systeme. 

Zusammenfassung-In dieser Arbeit handelt es sich um die zwei kritischen Frequenzen. welche 
im Zusammenhang mit der Betrachtung eines sich bewegenden, raum-period&hen Musters 
stehen. Es werden Ergebniase fur die Abhlingigkeit dieser Frequenzen von den Eingangs- 
reizparametem (z.B. Raumperiode und Fliichengri%se) geliefert. Auf Grund dieser Ergebnisse 
wird geschlossen, dass das System Kennzeichen hat, welche von den Optomotorreaktionen 
gewisser Insekte her bekannt sind. Das System veranschaulicht insbesondere die Eigenschaft 
der Phasenblindheit und such ein anderes Phgnomen, welches mijglicherweise mit der 
Musterverkehrung, die bei Insekten beobachtet werden kann, verwandt ist. Es wurde such 
gefunden, dass die de Langeschen Fusionsfrequenzen fir rlumliche Anderungen der Reiz- 
phasen unempfindlich sind. Ein Netzwerk, welches im Einzelnen untersucht werden kann, 
wird fur die funktionelle Beschreibung des Betragens dieses Systems vorgeschlagen. 

&3ioMe- Bpa6oTe Il3~~Cb~Kp~Tu~~~eSaCTOTbl,CBI13aBHbIeCo3pHT~HbLM 
ria6nsoAemieM AmiXcytUerocs nepHoAsi%cKoro npocTpaHcTBeriHor0 narrepaa. Hpmse- 
AeHbI AaqaHwre 0 3aBkicmocTu 3THx YacroT 0T napaMeTpos, nocrynaton5ix ria Bx0~ 
3pmemHoiI cwzTeMbx (nepuozwwoclb H rrnowanb pa3npamTenrr n npocrpaaCTneJ. 
Ha OCHOEZIREM ~THX AaH= 3aKnwaeTcq no u3paeMax cxeMa cxoma c EJB~CT- 
HbIMH OlTIOMOTOpHbIMZl peti- HeKOTOpbIX HaCeROMbIX. B OCO6eHHOCTE IICEo, 
'iTOCRCTeMa o6napymaeT CBOikTBO(pa30BOZfCJIeIIOTbI,aTaKXCe~HOMeH,pOACTEIeH- 
Hb~,rt0-~wui~0~,3+$eKTy (<o6pamem narrepHru,,BcqwraeMoMy y HaCeKoMbIx. 
~bIlIOHaltneHOTaKXe,~O~~TPbI~nge,~R~C~eAOBaHllR K&NiTHleCKOt¶XTOfbI 
cnumwi MWI~K~~F~HB, xierIyBcreznenbHb1 K xxpocrpatIcrwfrHbtM II3MeHerzsiIIM(pa3bIHa 
BxoAe. npemaraeTCff CeTeBaff CXeMa ANl nonpo6aoro &'HR4ZfOHaJtbHOrO aHaJIH3a 
noBeneHwi cHcreMbI. 


